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ABSTRACT
We present a brief review of the most important efforts aimed at simulating single-walled carbon nanotube
(SWNT) nucleation and growth processes using molecular dynamics (MD) techniques reported in the literature.
MD simulations allow the spatio-temporal movement of atoms during nonequilibrium growth to be followed. 
Thus, it is hoped that a successful MD simulation of the entire SWNT formation process will assist in the design
of chirality-speci� c SWNT synthesis techniques.  We give special consideration to the role of the metal catalyst�
particles assumed in standard theories of SWNT formation, and describe the actual metal behavior observed
in the reported MD simulations, including our own recent quantum chemical MD simulations. It is concluded
that the use of a quantum potential is essential for a qualitatively correct description of the catalytic behavior
of the metal cluster, and that carbide formation does not seem to be a necessary requirement for nucleation and 
growth of SWNTs according to our most recent quantum chemical MD simulations. 
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Introduction

Quasi-one-dimensional single-walled carbon
nanotubes (SWNTs) [1, 2], together with quasi-
zero-dimensional fullerenes [3] and quasi-two-
dimensional graphenes [4], are archetypal novel
functional nanomaterials that can be tailored to
specific needs. Their outstanding physicochemical
properties [5], which originate from unique structural
and related electronic features, have motivated the

exploration of their applications in many different 
technological areas where nanometer scale structures 
are required [6, 7]. In order for SWNTs to become 
routinely applicable in reality, however, explicit
control over SWNT shape, size, density, and quality
during synthesis must be attained. To date, such 
control has been elusive and remains the “holy grail”
of SWNT synthesis research (see Sir Harry Kroto’s 
comments in a recent interview in this respect [8]).

U n t i l  re c e n t l y,  S W N Ts  w e re  c o m m o n l y
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synthesized using typical transition metals such as 
Fe, Co, Ni, and Mo (or binary/ternary compounds
thereof) as catalysts to promote the yield of 
synthesized SWNTs [9 11], but other metals such 
as Mg, Ca, Ir, W, and so on, have also shown such
promotion [12]. For SWNT growth on nm-size
particles of Au, Ag, and Ni, Takagi et al. demonstrated
that the size of the catalyst particles plays a crucial role
in determining their catalytic activity [13]. Since the
earliest days of SWNT research, the metal catalysts 
were believed to play essential roles in the nucleation 
and continued growth processes of SWNTs at high
temperature [9, 14, 15]. Metal-free SWNT growth
has not been achieved until rather recently [16
19], with earlier efforts in this direction presumably 
being discouraged by the observation that non-
catalytic carbon-arc synthetic routes had led only to
multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) [20], which 
are assumed to crystallize in supercooled liquid 
carbon droplets [11]. The addition of transition metals 
appeared therefore to be the “secret ingredient”, 
creating the desired single layer tube structures [1],
albeit without precise knowledge of how this feat is 
achieved. Thus, the nature of the various interactions
of the metal catalyst with feedstock carbon or carbon
precursors, such as CO [21], hydrocarbons [22, 23], 
and alcohols [24], has been a hotly debated topic in 
the discussion of the metal-catalyzed SWNT growth
mechanism.

Currently, the most accepted general outline of the 
SWNT growth mechanism is provided by the popular
vapor liquid solid (VLS) model [11]. In this model, 
the � rst step involves the generation of free carbon on �
the metal surface, which then dissolves into the metal
catalyst itself. The resultant metal carbide, ultimately 
supersaturated with carbon, then facilitates the 
precipitation of carbon onto the surface of the
metal catalyst. The outer carbon layer initiates the
formation of an sp2 carbon cap nucleus on the metal
surface. Growth into the capped tubular structure of 
the SWNT then ensues. The (n,m) chirality is often
assumed to be decided at the stage of cap formation 
[25, 26].  Although the VLS model reasonably explains 
the phase separation dynamics between carbon and 
iron, it is still controversial whether SWNT growth
always requires the formation of metal carbide or

not. Indeed, it is likely that this depends on the type
of the metal catalyst employed (see for instance two
environmental transmission electron microscopy 
(ETEM) studies where cap nucleation was observed, 
one where bulk iron carbide was formed [27] and
another where nickel did not form carbide in bulk 
[28]). Since the VLS model is a concept mainly based 
on thermodynamic reasoning, it does not promote 
per se an understanding of the atomistic details of 
the SWNT nucleation and growth processes. The 
underlying atomic-level reaction dynamics that drive 
the generation of carbon feedstock and the formation
of the carbon cap precursor still remain unclear. 
Additionally, the exact role of the transition metal
catalyst particle with respect to SWNT synthesis is
still the subject of debate. Molecular dynamics (MD) 
approaches; however, allow the history of the carbon 
feedstock to be observed as it lands on the metal 
particle, decomposes (possibly forming a surface 
carbide), and ultimately recomposes forming an 
SWNT structure possessing specific (n,m) chirality 
and diameter. MD investigations of SWNT growth
and nucleation will therefore lead the way towards 
systematic improvements in our understanding of 
how greater control during SWNT synthesis may be 
attained. Thus, we need to be able to describe SWNT 
emergence atom by atom, and only time-resolved,
atomistic MD simulations are at present in the
position to tell the history of these atomic motions
and reactions.

There is a strong sense that nonequilibrium 
SWNT self-assembly follows similar routes to those
of emergent processes in the biosphere. Iijima has
reportedly referred to the researchers growing
SWNTs in their labs as “SWNT farmers” [29].  In the
following section, we will trace back selected stories
of “theoretical SWNT farmers” who synthesized their
SWNTs either by using thought experiments or via
computer MD simulations one nanotube at a time. 
We will cover the early ideas concerning the role of 
the metal catalyst, and discuss reactive empirical
bond order (REBO) [30 32] -based simulations and
the very rare (because computationally extremely
expensive) Car-Parrinello density functional theory
(DFT) MD (CPMD) simulations of SWNT growth
[33]. Finally, we will summarize our own recent
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density-functional tight-binding-based MD (DFTB/
MD) simulations of SWNT growth and nucleation 
[34, 35]. We conclude this review by placing these
simulations in a perspective regarding their adequacy 
to qualitatively describe the activities of the metal
catalyst, and provide an outlook toward the future
of MD simulations of SWNT formation. Due to the 
scope of the relevant literature concerning MD, static 
quantum chemical, and Monte Carlo investigations 
of SWNT growth, it is impossible for a single review
to be exhaustive. We apologize for omitting a vast 
number of theoretical studies concerning SWNT
growth from this review. We will give a more
thorough review on another occasion.

1. Early hypotheses on the role of the metal 
catalyst during SWNT formation

To begin, we will mention the “scooter mechanism”
introduced in Ref. [14]. Although the tight binding 
calculations reported in that work did not constitute
MD simulations, the idea of keeping the growing
SWNT edge from closing into a fullerene cage by 
a single nickel or cobalt atom scooting around on 
the open edge is truly a very dynamic one (refer to
their key structure of an open-ended (10,10) SWNT
with a single Ni or Co atom chemisorbed onto its
edge in Fig. 5 of Ref. [14]). Smalley and coworkers 
reasoned that the role of the “few metal atoms” must 
entail the prevention of pentagonal ring formation
by way of annealing pentagons or other high-energy 
local defects at the time of their formation. Their
calculations of barrier reductions for the annealing
process by the presence of a single metal atom 
supported this hypothesis. In 1996, the Smalley
group, using TEM experiments, also discovered that 
the Boudouard reaction (2CO → C + CO2) could 
be catalyzed by preformed molybdenum particles 
of nanometer dimensions, leading to substantial
SWNT growth (see Fig. 2 in Ref. [36]).  This led 
to their hypothesis of a “yarmulke” (Yiddish for 
skullcap) mechanism, in which the growing sp2

carbon network avoids terminal unfilled valences 
by saturating these dangling bonds with surface 
defects of the metal cluster. The latter also catalyzes 
carbon feedstock creation from incoming CO

molecules.  Later observations by Yudasaka et al., 
who employed laser evaporation experiments with
several laser target materials [15], indicated that the
metal particles are in fact molten carbide droplets, 
which segregate carbon during cooling.  At the
same time it became commonplace in the catalytic 
chemical vapor decomposition (CCVD) community
to discriminate between “root (or base) growth”
[23, 37], in which the metal particles remain on a
substrate, and “tip growth” [23], in which the metal
particle is not anchored on the substrate surface. If no 
substrate is interacting with the catalyst or nanotube, 
the situation corresponds to a “�oating catalyst”, and �
it is this situation that is most often modeled in MD 
simulations of SWNT nucleation and growth.  

At this point, we would like to reiterate the four
“tasks” attributed to the metal catalyst that lead 
to SWNT formation, as opposed to fullerene cage
formation or metal-free MWNT growth:

(1) a) Annealing (repairing) of defects such as
pentagons, producing an all-hexagon sp2 carbon 
network due to the volatility of the metal–carbon 
bonds, and b) The prevention of SWNT closure.

(2) Saturation of terminal dangling bonds in the 
growing sp2 carbon structure.

(3) Catalyzing conversion of the carbon-containing
feedstock into carbon in CCVD process.

(4) Providing critical carbon density for sp2 carbon
“island” or “patch” nucleation by formation of metal 
droplets that contain carbon on the surface or in the
bulk.

2. Milestones in MD simulations of SWNT 
formation

As we revisit the milestones in MD simulations 
of SWNT nucleation and growth, the degree to
which each investigation satis� es each of these four �
hypothetical “tasks” will be emphasized. We will use
Table 1 to keep track of these � ndings.�

2.1 REBO-based MD simulations 

The Tersoff potential [38, 39] and its application to
hydrocarbon systems, called the REBO potential [30
32], describes bond breaking/formation using a 

distance-dependent many-body bond order term and 
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correctly dissociating attractive/repulsive diatomic 
potentials. This approach is nevertheless based on a 
local molecular mechanics approach, and therefore 
lacks explicit descriptions of quantum phenomena 
and Coulomb/van der Waals interactions. Hence,
changes in the electronic structure of a dynamic,
molecular system are not described. In particular,
neither the evolution of �-conjugation and aromatic
stabilization of carbons (important for sp2-hybridized
carbon), nor charge transfer effects and the near-
degeneracy of metal d-orbitals (important for the 
catalyst) can be captured by MD simulations based 
on the Tersoff and REBO potentials. Besides these 
grave de� ciencies, the standard REBO potential has�
several other well-known problems. For example, in
modeling gas-phase carbon densities it overestimates
the sp3 fraction compared to corresponding DFT
simulations [40], while it underestimates the sp
fraction [41] which is of paramount importance 
with respect to fullerene cage self-assembly [42].
Consequently,  task 1a is  never addressed in 
REBO-type MD simulations. Nevertheless, since 
performing full quantum chemical MD simulations 
over sufficiently long time periods is out of the 
question due to the high computational cost, REBO-
based trajectories provided at least a zeroth order
approximation that was certainly better than doing 

nothing at all.
The first such REBO-based MD simulation of 

metal–carbon co-vaporization in carbon arc or
laser evaporation experiments was performed by
Shibuta and Maruyama in 2002 [43] for a carbon–
nickel system. In remarkable agreement with the
prediction of the very simple scooter model [14],
the investigators found that in simulations starting 
with all atom systems at 2000 K the presence of even 
a few nickel atoms prohibited the complete closure
of the self-assembling carbon cages. Thus, task 1b 
was successfully modeled, although the SWNTs 
produced in these simulations exhibited a large 
number of non-hexagonal defects. In a subsequent
study, the same investigators replaced the atomized 
metal vapor with Ni32, Ni108, and Ni256, each of 
which they exposed to carbon atom vapor under
otherwise similar conditions [44]. For this reason, 
they associated the latter simulations to the SWNT
formation in CCVD experiments. Although carbon 
caps are clearly nucleated on the surface of the nickel
clusters, continued growth of the cap into a tubular 
SWNT structure was not observed. This key �nding �
is shown in Fig. 1, and was attributed to the prevalent 
encapsulation of the metal particle by carbon, 
preventing the incorporation of additional carbon
into the sp2 carbon network. In these simulations only 
task 2 was successfully observed before encapsulation 
took place, after which the catalyst “died”. More 
careful inspections of the encapsulated nickel cluster 
structures showed that a surface carbide layer had
formed, in accord with task 4 [45].

In order to circumvent the difficulties with
encapsulation from external carbon (and to account 
for the fact that iron performs better in CCVD SWNT
synthesis compared to nickel, whereas the latter
performs better in carbon arc and laser evaporation
synthesis), Ding, Bolton, and Rosen performed a 
series of REBO-based MD simulations where iron 
particles were “injected” with carbon atoms [46
50]. Obviously, this manner of carbon addition is 
only possible for “theoretical SWNT farmers”. In 
Ref. [46], the investigators showed that SWNTs 
subsequently grew from these iron–carbide particles
at temperatures between 800 and 1400 K (see Fig. 2), 
whereas graphene sheets encapsulated the particles 

Ref.
Task

1a 1b 2 3 41b 2 3

REBO-based MD

43 �

44 � �

46, 47, 48, 49, 52 � � ��

CPMD

37, 53

DFTB/MD

59, 62 (�)�� � �

63 � � ��

Table 1 Hypothetical metal catalyst tasks addressed in respective 
MD simulations. Task 1a: annealing (repairing) of defects such as 
pentagons yielding an all-hexagon sp2-carbon network due to the 
volatility of the metal–carbon bonds. Task 1b: prevention of SWNT
closure. Task 2: saturation of edge dangling bonds of the growing
sp2 carbon structure. Task 3: catalyze carbon feedstock creation
in CCVD processes. Task 4: provide critical carbon density for sp2

carbon “island” or “patch” nucleation by formation of metal carbide
droplets
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at temperatures below 600 K. Three stages were
identified during the nucleation of the sp2-carbon
network: (1) at short time the iron–carbide particle 
was not saturated in carbon, and all carbon atoms 
were dissolved in the particle; (2) at intermediate time
the iron–carbide cluster was highly supersaturated 
in carbon (task 4), and carbon strings, polygons and 
small graphitic islands started to nucleate on the 
cluster surface; (3) at longer time the iron–carbide 
cluster was supersaturated in carbon and, depending
on the temperature, a graphene sheet, SWNT, or soot-
like structure was formed (tasks 1b and 2). At lower
temperatures the kinetic energy was not suf�cient to�
overcome the attractive forces between the particle 
and the graphitic islands. Consequently, because
these islands could not lift off the particle, the iron
particle became encapsulated. At temperatures above
800 K the kinetic energy was sufficiently high to 
overcome these attractive forces and so the graphitic 
island lifted off the particle, forming a cap. Between 
800 and 1400 K these caps grew into defective SWNTs,
and at temperatures larger than 1600 K the large 
number of defects in the growing carbon network 
produced a soot-like structure. The defects consisted 
of four-, five-, seven- and eight-membered rings 
that were frequently incorporated into the SWNT 

sidewalls and created an uneven sp2 carbon sidewall,
preventing the tube from forming an identifiable
(n,m) chirality (failing task 1a). The calculations also
revealed that the growing SWNT maintains an open 
end on the cluster due to the strong bonding between
the atoms at the open nanotube end and the cluster,
in agreement with Smalley’s idea of the yarmulke
mechanism (task 2) [36]. It was observed that the 
number of defects in the SWNT structure could be
reduced by lowering the rate of carbon addition to 
the iron–carbide particle, indicating that annealing
plays a role in these SWNT formation simulations.
One reason for the highly defective nanotubes
obtained in these simulations is the lack of increasing 
�-conjugation stabilization with increasing tube
length [51]. In Ref. [47], the investigators studied the 
effect of catalyst particle size (between 10 and 200 
iron atoms) on the growth mechanism and resulting 
structure of SWNTs. The temperature for nanotube
nucleation (~800 1100 K) was chosen to be similar 
to that used in CCVD experiments, and the same
VLS-type growth mechanism was observed for all 
cluster sizes studied. Catalyst particles containing
at least 20 iron atoms nucleated SWNTs having 
better tubular structure than SWNTs nucleated 
from smaller clusters. In addition, the SWNTs that

Figure 1 Snapshots of the metal-catalyzed growth process of a carbon cap structure: a 130-ns molecular dynamics 
calculation at 2500 K for Ni108. Gray circles represent nickel atoms and sticks show the developing sp2 carbon network
on the surface of the nickel cluster. Carbon atoms surrounding the cluster were omitted for clarity. Gray arrows show
a typical supply route of carbon atoms from exposed metal surface (Copyright Elsevier B.V. Reproduced from Ref. [44]
with permission)
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grew from the larger clusters had diameters that
were similar to the cluster diameter, in agreement
with experimental observations [23]. In Ref. [48],
Ding, Rosen, and Bolton added the investigation of 
temperature and particle size interdependence to
their previous studies, observing that smaller iron 
particles melt more readily at higher temperatures 
than larger particles. Concomitantly, it was observed
that larger metal carbides formed more promptly at 
higher temperatures. In this respect it is interesting to 
note that a temperature gradient in the metal particle 
was found to be of less importance than the gradient
of carbon concentration [49].

More recently, both the Bolton [50] and Maruyama 
[45] groups have studied the effect of the catalyst–
support interactions on the catalyst melting behavior 
in attempts to model the CCVD SWNT growth
process more realistically. Both groups have observed 
an inversely proportional relationship between the
strength of the catalyst–support interaction and
the tendency of the metal particle to liquefy. The 
Maruyama group have also compared the carbide 
formation tendencies of iron, cobalt, and nickel
particles [52]. Using their own REBO parameters 
developed for these metal–carbon systems, these 
investigators have observed that cobalt interacts
more strongly with the graphite lattice than does iron 
or nickel. Subsequently, Maruyama et al. [52] have

speculated that this stronger interaction could lead to
more defective synthetic SWNTs.

2.2 CPMD simulations

CPMD simulations have been employed by two
research groups for simulating the growth process of 
metal-catalyzed SWNT growth [37, 53]. Remarkably,
the study by Gavillet et al. [37] was performed even 
before the first REBO-based MD simulations by
the Maruyama group. As stated above, CPMD is a 
more accurate MD approach compared to REBO-
based MD, since it includes changes in the electronic
structure throughout the dynamics. However, both
reported CPMD studies [37, 53] were completely
inadequate because of their short simulation
time (due to high computational cost) and their
unrealistic initial model geometries. Based on their
limited simulation results, Gavillet et al. suggested
that the segregation of carbon linear chains and 
atomic rings on the surface of a liquid-like cobalt–
carbide particle represents the first stage of the cap 
nucleation process. In the same paper, Gavillet et al.
also simulated the incorporation of �ve carbon atoms �
into a pre-assembled half-fullerene cap attached to 
a cobalt metal surface for 15 ps [37]. However, the 
use of unoptimized and unannealed initial starting 
structures in these simulations is likely to have caused 
dramatic, unrealistic changes in the movement of the 

carbon atoms. It is therefore
q u e s t i o n a b l e  a s  t o  w h a t
conclusions can be drawn from 
the diffusion phenomenon that
was observed in this single
trajectory. In the simulations 
implemented by Raty and Galli 
[53], a nanodiamond fragment 
was used as an initial carbon 
complex, which for obvious
reasons cannot be expected 
to appear under any SWNT
synthesis conditions.  This
nanodiamond fragment, under 
the conditions of the study, 
converted itself rapidly into an 
sp2-network structure in the
absence of a metal catalyst [54],

Figure 2 Snapshots during SWNT growth on an Fe50 cluster at 900 K. One carbon atom is added 
to the center of the metal cluster every 40 ps. Iron and carbon atoms are represented using spheres
and sticks, respectively (Copyright American Chemical Society. Reproduced from Ref. [46] with
permission)
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a process which was described as “growth of carbon 
nanotubes” by these authors.

2.3 DFTB-based MD simulations

Neither REBO-based nor first principle-based 
MD simulations have succeeded in modeling the 
nucleation and sustained growth of a clean hexagon-
only SWNT from scratch as routinely achieved 
experimentally. This is despite the use of such tricks 
as injecting carbon atoms into the middle of the
metal catalyst particle. It seems that one should “bite
the bullet” and deal somehow with the complicated 
electronic structure of the evolving sp2 -network 
and transition metal clusters at lower computational
cost. The major obstacle for such a “cheap” CPMD 
approach is the limited availability of metal 
parameters in conventional semiempirical quantum 
chemical methods. Most notable in this respect are
the MNDO/d [55] or PM6 [56] codes. However, the
metal parameters are typically designed for single-
metal atom systems and are not suitable for the
treatment of metal nanoparticles.

The DFTB/MD approach [35], which is a quantum 
mechanics/molecular dynamics (QM/MD) technique
based on the DFTB electronic structure method,
can play a role to � ll in a gap between classical and �
�rst principle MD simulations. The DFTB method is�
approximately two orders of magnitude faster than
first principles DFT and therefore enables longer 
simulations and provides more adequate model 
systems for nonequilibrium dynamics of nano-
sized clusters with quantum mechanical treatment
of electrons. In addition, metal–carbon parameters
for DFTB have recently been developed by the
Morokuma group [57]. A �nite electronic temperature�
approach [58, 59] ensures the applicability of the
DFTB/MD method for nanometer size metal
particles with high electronic densities of states 
around the Fermi level, as it allows the occupancy
of each molecular orbital to change smoothly from 2 
to 0 depending on its orbital energy. This approach
effectively incorporates the open shell nature of the 
system due to near-degeneracy of iron d-orbitals, 
as well as carbon dangling bonds. We have found 
that in the absence of electronic temperature the iron
cluster is much less reactive. This is considered to 

be an artifact of the simulation of a near-closed shell
electronic wavefunction in that case.

Initially, we employed a (5,5) armchair SWNT
fragment attached to an Fe38 cluster as a model 
system (see Fig. 3(a)) [59]. The open end of the SWNT 
seed was terminated by hydrogen atoms, whereas the 
other end was bound to surface iron atoms of the Fe38

cluster. The use of such an iron-terminated nanotube 
seed was motivated by the experiment performed
by the Smalley team [60, 61]. In their experiment,
a short nanotube fragment with the desired (n,m)
chirality was first extracted from grown SWNTs
using a chemical treatment, after which both ends of 
the short SWNT fragment were terminated by iron
particles. With the supply of ethanol [60] or ethylene 
[61] gas, the short SWNT fragments were successfully 
enlarged, becoming longer nanotubes with the

Figure 3 Fe-catalyzed continued (5,5)-SWNT growth simulations: 
(a) initial H10C60Fe38 structure where gray, cyan, and brown spheres 
represent hydrogen, carbon, and iron, respectively; (b) snapshots
along the growth process of the SWNT; (c) time-variation of the tube 
length (Copyright American Chemical Society. Reproduced from Ref.
[59] with permission)
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same diameter. Conversely, in the absence of iron
particles, such growth was not observed, con� rming�
the importance of the iron particle as a catalyst.
This experiment therefore presented the possibility
of chirality-controlled SWNT growth using such a
cloning technique. 

In our growth simulations [59], gas-phase carbon 
atoms were supplied around the boundary area 
between the nanotube and the iron cluster every 
0.5 ps in order to focus on reactivity of the metal-
carbon interface of the nanotube-iron cluster. Figure
3(b) shows the growth process of an SWNT obtained
by our carbon supply simulations. The supplied 
carbon atoms were promptly incorporated into the
rim of the nanotube to form short polyyne chains. 
They then played a role as a linkage between the 
nanotube and iron surface. Frequent carbon–iron 
bond breaking and formation of the polyyne chains
promoted the rearrangement of constituent atoms,
forming new polygonal (pentagonal, hexagonal, 
and heptagonal) rings at the rim of the nanotube. 
The formation of these polygonal rings contributed 
to the construction of carbon sidewall. Lift-off and
growth of the nanotube fragment on the iron cluster
were subsequently observed during these carbon-
supply simulations (see Fig. 3(c)). This was the �rst�
substantial growth simulation of 
metal-catalyzed SWNT by means 
of QM/MD simulation reported 
in the literature, to the best of our 
knowledge. Tasks 1b, 2, and 4 
were all re� ected by the behavior �
o f  t h e  m e t a l  c l u s t e r  i n  o u r 
simulations. Task 1a (the annealing
of non-hexagonal defects) was 
frequently observed, although the 
resulting structure still contained 
a substantial number of pentagons
and hexagons (but no four- or
eight-membered rings as observed
in REBO-based MD simulations,
see for instance Fig. 5 in Ref. [46]).
Recent DFTB/MD simulations
of SWNT growth performed in
our group have since shown that 
the annealing of non-hexagonal 

defects in the nanotube sidewall is in fact driven by
the relative rates of defect addition and removal in
the SWNT structure. Thus, annealing of defects (task 
1a) during SWNT growth is enhanced using lower
rates of carbon feedstock supply.

These successful simulations of SWNT growth 
motivated us to employ the rapid continued SWNT–
Fe38 growth methodology to a wider range of 
environmental temperatures from 1000 K to 2000 K. 
The temperature dependence of continued growth
of SWNTs was therefore investigated [62]. We have
observed a variety of reaction processes between
feedstock carbon atoms and the nanotube–metal
cluster, depending on the nuclear temperature 
employed. The temperature dependence of the 
primary reaction dynamics was analyzed using 
growth rates and phenomenological observations.
We found that relatively long polyyne chains tend
to grow from the SWNT sidewall at the lower 
temperature of 1000 K, while near structural collapse
of the nanotube begins to occur at 2000 K (see Fig. 4).
These features were attributed to inefficient growth
at these temperatures under the given, otherwise 
identical, simulation conditions.

The  rapid  growth  s imula t ions  provided 
meaningful information to understand the reactivity

Figure 4 Time-variation of tube length evaluated from ten Fe-catalyzed continued (5,5)-SWNT
growth simulations trajectories at (a) T = 1000 K, (b) 1500 K, and (c) 2000 K, and correspondingT
characteristic structures after 45 ps SWNT growth simulations. Definitions of colored spheres fi
are the same as in Fig. 3 (Copyright American Chemical Society. Reproduced from Ref. [62] with
permission)
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of the nanotube–Fe interface. However, the feedstock 
gas-phase C atoms were forcibly supplied around
nanotube–Fe interface during growth simulations
and thereby the reaction area was rather biased to 
the nanotube–Fe interface. In addition, the highly 
exothermic reactions between C atoms and the
nanotube–Fe interface instantaneously led to local
heating causing overestimation of rearrangement
of constituent atoms even though a thermostat was
employed to maintain a target temperature in a 
canonical ensemble. For the nanotube–Fe cluster, the 
cross-section of the metal surface should be much
larger than that of the nanotube–metal interface. It 
follows then that the majority of feedstock carbons 
would first bond to and diffuse over the metal 
surface, before being incorporated into the rim of the
SWNT. For this reason, we subsequently investigated
the effects of feedstock carbon diffusion of the iron 
cluster surface, using a different growth simulation
methodology.

In order  to  implement continued growth
simulations of SWNTs based on carbon diffusion 
on/inside an iron cluster, we have used a C40 carbon
cap attached to an Fe38 cluster (See Fig. 5(a)) [63]. In 
this model, gas-phase carbon atoms were supplied 
around the surface of the iron cluster every 0.5 ps
for 30 ps. The resultant iron–carbon complex was
then annealed for a further 160 ps without supplying
further carbon feedstock. As shown in Fig. 5(b), we
observed that surface carbon clusters were mainly
incorporated into the rim of the carbon cap cluster
through surface diffusion, and extended the carbon 
sidewall without dissolving into the Fe38 cluster. This 
indicates that iron carbide formation is not necessary 
for SWNT growth. From the ring condensation 
analysis of all trajectories obtained, we also found 
that newly created polygonal rings were largely 
pentagonal and hexagonal, with no long-lived 
heptagonal rings being observed (See Fig. 5(c)). This
feature was in contrast to our previous carbon supply 
simulations, in which carbon feedstock was supplied
near the nanotube-metal interface [59, 62]. In the 
latter carbon-supply simulations, a considerable 
number of seven-membered rings were produced
in the nanotube sidewall by rapid hexagon-to-
heptagon transformation induced by the reaction 

Figure 5 SWNT-growth simulations from a C40 carbon cap fragment 
on an Fe38 cluster. (a) Initial C40Fe38 structure. Definitions of colored fi
spheres are the same as in Fig. 3. (b) Snapshots along the growth
process of the SWNT. Pink spheres represent incorporated iron-
surface carbon clusters at the rim of the C40 cap fragment. (c) Time-
variation of all pentagonal and hexagonal rings averaged over all ten 
diffusion trajectories (Copyright Elsevier B.V. Reproduced from Ref. 
[63] with permission)

between the incident carbon atoms and preexisting 
hexagonal rings. These differences observed between
our carbon-supply and carbon-diffusion simulations 
highlight that surface diffusing carbons contribute to
the construction of the nanotube sidewall producing 
fewer defects. The rim of the carbon cap is therefore 
a narrow key window for sidewall growth in the
developing SWNT.

A certainly surprising finding from our recent 
DFTB/MD simulations [63] is that it does not seem
necessary for a state of carbon supersaturation in the
metal catalyst (task 4) to be achieved for continued
SWNT growth to occur. Preliminary results also 
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indicate that this supersaturation is also not necessary 
for the nucleation of a carbon cap structure itself.
While this is a real observation, no inference as to 
the relative role of the supersaturated metal carbide
(with respect to SWNT nucleation and growth) can
be made from our simulations. That is, these results
do not suggest that if a metal carbide happened to 
be formed at an earlier stage, it could not nucleate a 
carbon cap and perform continued SWNT growth. 
It is rather likely that surface carbide formation
provides a critical carbon density on the metal surface 
to create enough polyynes that can nucleate to yield 
sp2 carbon ring systems.  Further investigations into
this question are currently ongoing in our group.

3. Comparison of different SWNT growth 
MD simulation approaches and outlook

It is apparent from Table 1 that the chief task of the
metal cluster (viz. the annealing of non-hexagonal
defects from the SWNT, thus providing an SWNT
with a well-de� ned (� n,m) chirality, (task 1a)) cannot 
be achieved using REBO-based MD simulations. The 
effect of the increase of the �-conjugated electronic
structure with increased stabilization is beyond 
the capability of simple many-body potentials, as 
discussed above. Further, the second chief objective
of the metal cluster, namely keeping the carbon
structure open for continued sidewall growth by 
incoming new carbon feedstock (task 1b), cannot 
be achieved without “cheating”: that is, a supply of 
carbon from the outside of the metal cluster always 
results in complete encapsulation and “death of 
the catalyst”. Thus, REBO-based MD simulations
constitute a dead-end for the simulation of SWNT
nucleation and growth, and have largely been 
abandoned by the groups of Maruyama and Bolton, 
the latter using ingenious ways to employ DFT 
calculations for the SWNT growth problem [64, 65]. 
Both chief tasks of the metal catalyst can, however, be 
modeled successfully using DFTB/MD simulations, 
particularly with lower carbon feeding rates in
surface diffusion simulations such as that presented 
in Ref. [63]. CPMD simulations are too costly and
cannot be employed at present for the simulation 
of SWNT nucleation and growth dynamics over 

meaningful timescales. Although we have not yet 
arrived at the goal of “farming” well-defined (n,m)-
specific SWNTs from scratch in our computers,
results discussed in this review indicate that this 
aim is well within the reach of future DFTB/MD-
simulations, in particular when considering even
lower carbon feedstock supply rates.

An issue that has not been addressed at all in 
any MD simulation of SWNT growth to date is the
catalytic activity of the metal particles, producing
carbon feedstock from precursor molecules such
as acetylene. DFTB/MD simulations to this end
are likewise ongoing and indicate the formation
of polyacetylene chains as initial stages in the 
conversion of C2H2 molecules to pure carbon
feedstock.
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